
The Bridge Academy 

Board of Directors 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 

Present: Tim Dutton (ex-officio), Rachel Allison,  Sandra Lefkowitz,  Vince Musto , Zainab Muhammed, 

Michael Bologna, Jaqui Marumoto , Dee Fuller, Ken Smith 

The meeting was called to order at 7:05am. This special meeting of the Board was called to consider a 

proposal made by Jonathan Hayes to hire a Director of Instruction for Bridge Academy.  

1) Sandy began the meeting by asking all present to introduce themselves. 

 

2) Jonathan Hayes began by introducing himself and explained that he is involved in what he calls 

the education reform committee.  He believes in school choice and sees charter schools as a 

vanguard in this movement.  For this reason he is disappointed that there are so few charter 

schools in Connecticut.  He describes charter schools as a “precious resource” and has identified 

a few as underperforming.  He has previously worked with Jumoke Academy and New 

Beginnings, both of which he reports are improving.  He has now turned his attention to Bridge.  

He had outside observers come in and observe classes as well as analyze our test scores.   He 

met with Tim and they discussed plans for improving our school.  By Jonathan’s estimate his 

school improvement plan would cost around $200,000 the first year and less the second year.  

He is now asking for the Board’s endorsement. 

 

Zanaib asked how long the funding would last.  Jonathan assured us that the funding was safe 

for the first year, not as safe for the second year.  Jonathan reported that when Tim and other 

stakeholders started asking questions about this plan, he stopped talking to funders but believes 

that they are still willing to contribute.   

 

Vince asked who are the people involved in the education reform movement of which Jonathan 

speaks.  Jonathan named Will Himes, Paul Morrison, and the Buck Foundation.  The funders 

have said they will fund under four conditions:  the new director will report directly to the 

Board, there will need to be a clear delineation of duties, they want to be satisfied that the 

person we hire is a good person, and the individual would have to have a good plan.  

 

Michael asked for more details about the education reform committee.  Jonathon qualified the 

term “committee” and changed it to “community”.  Michael also asked if the period of time of 

funding was limited; Jonathan said they are talking about funding this person for two years.  

Michael asked if this plan’s goals could be met in two years.  Jonathan said there is no data to 

determine if the goals can be met in this way in two years.  Jonathan said that the usual route to 

school improvement is to fire all the school members and start fresh.  Jonathan talked about 

doing “employee engagement” and interim assessment programs.  Michael also asked if the 

improvement plan would end after two years when the school theoretically has been improved 



by the school improvement plan.  In response, Jonathan discussed schools that have been 

working for decades to improve their schools and he thinks that is unacceptable.   He envisions 

the person we hire wanting to stay after two years.  Jaquei asked more specifically about how 

this position would be funded.  Jonathon responded that he thought our per-pupil increases 

could fund the position after two years. 

 

Rachel thanked Jonathan for his interest in our school.  She asked if the funders’ plan of an 

additional administrator was the only plan the funders would consider.  Jonathan said that there 

might be some “wiggle room” in that plan.  

 

Vince made a motion that the Board go into executive session and the Board voted unanimously 

to do so. 

 

It was decided to write a letter to Mr. Hayes expressing our interest in his proposal and 

requesting more specific details. 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:14am. 

 


